ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND
he basic difference between a traditional DB plan and a DC plan is in defining the university's commitment to the faculty retirement plan. The commitment under a DB plan is a monthly pension that typically begins at "full retirement age" as defined under the plan and continues for the retired faculty's life or over the joint lives of the retired faculty and designated beneficiary. Thus, the faculty assumes relatively little risk in a DB plan, as the university (technically, the state pension fund) guarantees the pension payments over the payment period. The university's commitment under a DC plan is to only make contributions based on a predetermined rate to the faculty's individual account. The amount available for the faculty's retirement is the accumulated balance in the account at his/her retirement date. Thus, the faculty assumes all risks that the investment's performance will provide sufficient funds over his/her retirement years. A second potentially significant difference concerns what will remains for beneficiaries after the faculty's death. When the retired faculty (and designated beneficiary under a joint annuity option) dies, all payments under a DB plan typically cease. Under a DC plan, however, any remaining balance becomes part of his/her estate and is thus available for distribution to heirs.
As a general rule, retirement planners advise toward DC plans because of the longer period over which earnings can accumulate and their portability. On the other hand, DB plans are recommended to clients if they do not begin funding their retirement plans until later ages. This reasoning is based on the fact that there is a shorter time for contributions in a DC plan to grow before reaching retirement age, whereas the maximum benefit that can be provided at retirement age can still be funded through a DB plan. However, these general rules are typically geared toward private sector funds, where the client has sufficient funds and control over the design of the plans. Certainly, such individual control is not available when joining an existing retirement plan in the public sector.
T © 2011 The Clute Institute Michel, et al. (2010) present an excellent analysis, on a state-by-state basis, of breakeven rates of returns at which faculty would be indifferent in choosing between a DB and a DC plan. In general, they develop annual rates of return that must be earned in the university's optional DC plan to equate the present value of the pension annuity under the state's DB plan. Their analysis is based on several assumptions, including an expected pension payout period of 25 years and a 3 percent discount rate used to calculate the DB plan payout, all of which are reasonable. However, one main assumption is that the decision point is 30 years until retirement age. This length of time yields two critical results -(1) 30 years of participation is more than sufficient to yield the maximum pension allowed every DB pension plan's annuity formula, and (2) it provides a long time period over which annual contributions in a DC plan can accumulate.
As indicated in the introductory paragraphs, this paper focuses on senior faculty considering whether to move to another state's university system in order to enroll in its DB plan. Because a senior faculty will not likely have 30 years remaining in his/her career, (1) the maximum pension under the DB plan formula may not be payable (an issue that is often misunderstood or overlooked), and (2) the significantly shorter time period over which to accumulate future contributions and earnings in a DC plan will mathematically cause a significant increase in the breakeven rates of return computed in the Michel, et al. study. For example, they compute a 6.46% annual required rate of return in Arizona's DC plan to equate to its DB plan benefit. However, reducing the faculty's remaining work period from 30 years to only 10 increases the required annual rate of return to 24.04%. Additionally, their analysis fails to capture any differential in employee contribution rates under the plans.
ADDITIONAL RETIREMENT PLAN CONSIDERATIONS FOR OLD PIRATES JUMPING SHIP
Three additional major areas of focus in choosing between a DC plan and DB plan include: (1) the faculty's required contribution to the plans; (2) the university's commitment to the plan, i.e., its contribution rate under the DC plan or its pension formula under the DB plan; and (3) the faculty's age and years of credit in the plan.
Most, but not all, university DC and DB plans require faculty contributions based on some percentage of salary. However, these contribution rates are generally not the same under the different plans. Faculty contribution rates are normally fixed in DC plans and do not change over the faculty's worklife. Michel, et al. report the median faculty contribution rate for all states at 5%, with a range of 0% to 13%. Required faculty contribution rates under state DB plans are subject to change and usually reflect the overall fund's performance. For example, Arizona's DB plan faculty contribution rate will increase from 9.85% to 10.75% in July 2011, which is the third consecutive year of increased contribution rates (the 2006 rate was 9.1%).
The university's commitment to a DC plan is simply its contribution to the faculty's individual account. Michel, et al. report the median university contribution rate for all states at 8.3%, with a range of 2.5% to 13.3%. The university commitment to a DB plan is to provide a pension annuity at full retirement age. This annuity is determined under the plan's stated formula, and is usually based on a combination of an annual accrual rate, a compensation measure, and years of credit in the plan (e.g., 1.5% of final three years average compensation, times years of participation in the plan).
The faculty's years of credit in the plan and expected age at retirement are critical inputs into the decision for two reasons. First, virtually all plans require some minimum number of years of participation in the plan for the faculty to vest in either (1) the university's contributions, including related earnings (DC plan), or (2) the pension annuity under the plan's formula. Faculty are always immediately vested in their own contributions and usually in the related earnings. A typical vesting provision is 100% vesting in employer contributions and earnings after five years of participation in the plan. Second, the annuity payments under DB plans are always determined upon the faculty's reaching full retirement age, as defined under the plan. This age does not necessarily coincide with the faculty's social security retirement age, and is subject to change for newly-hired employees. For example, Illinois, Missouri, and New Mexico recently changed their full retirement age for new hires to age 67. Many state DB plans also require some minimum years of participation to receive the full pension payment, regardless of age. Many also define retirement age based on the combination of years of participation and age (e.g., a sum of 80), although attainment of this measure is unlikely under the assumptions of this paper. Some state DB plans allow faculty to purchase years of service credits for prior work at other out-of-state public universities and/or military service. 
